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This disclosure relates to an electronic power apparatus according to the preamble of claim 1.

Such an electronic power apparatus is known from US 5 327 326 A. The use of cordless power tools has increased dramatically in recent years. Cordless power tools provide the ease of a power assisted tool with the convenience of cordless operation. Conventionally, cordless tools have been driven by Permanent Magnet (PM) brushed motors that receive DC power from a battery assembly or converted AC power. The motor associated with a cordless tool has a direct impact on many of the operating characteristics of the tool, such as output torque, time duration of operation between charges, and durability of the tool. The torque output relates to the capability of the power tool to operate under greater loads without stalling. The time duration of the power tool operation is strongly affected by the energy efficiency of the motor. The durability of a power tool is affected by many factors, including the type of motor that is used to convert electrical power into mechanical power.

The main mechanical characteristic that separates Permanent Magnet brushed motors from Permanent Magnet brushed motors is the method of commutation. In a PM brushed motor, commutation is achieved mechanically via a commutator and a brush system. Whereas, in a brushless DC motor, commutation is achieved electronically by controlling the flow of current to the stator windings. A brushless DC motor includes a rotor for providing rotational energy and a stator for supplying a magnetic field that drives the rotor. Comprising the rotor is a shaft supported by a bearing set on each end and encircled by a permanent magnet (PM) that generates a magnetic field. The stator core mounts around the rotor maintaining an air-gap at all points except for the bearing set interface. Included in the air-gap are sets of stator windings that are typically connected in either a three-phase wye or Delta configuration. Each of the windings is oriented such that it lies parallel to the rotor shaft. Power devices such as MOSFETs are connected in series with each winding to enable power to be selectively applied. When power is applied to a winding, the resulting current in the winding generates a magnetic field that couples to the rotor. The magnetic field associated with the PM in the stator assembly attempts to align itself with the stator generated magnetic field resulting in rotational movement of the rotor. A control circuit sequentially activates the individual stator coils so that the PM attached to the rotor continuously chases the advancing magnetic field generated by the stator windings. A set of sense magnets coupled to the PMs in the rotor assembly are sensed by a sensor, such as a Hall Effect sensor, to identify the current position of the rotor assembly. Proper timing of the commutation sequence is maintained by monitoring sensors mounted on the rotor shaft or detecting magnetic field peaks or nulls associated with the PM.

Conventionally the switching mechanism used in power tools included a forward/reverse bar for controlling the direction of rotation of the motor, a variable-speed trigger switch indicative of the desired speed motor, and sometimes an ON/OFF switch for the user to turn the tool ON or OFF. Some switch manufacturers have provided solutions to combine the variable speed and forward/reverse functionalities into a single switch module. The switch module may be integrated into, for example, the tool handle, where it can communicate with a separate control module. The variable-speed trigger includes a potentiometer or a rheostat. The ON/OFF switch is typically coupled to a mechanical power switch that cuts off power to the control module and the rest of the power tool. The control module receives a voltage from the variable-speed trigger switch, where the voltage corresponds to the trigger switch position. The control module controls the speed of the motor as a function of the received voltage. In AC motors, for example, the control module may control motor speed by controlling the phase angle of the AC power line via a TRIAC or other thyristor switches. In DC motors, the control module may control motor speed by performing Pulse-Width Modulation (PWM) of the DC power line via MOSFETs or other power components to supply the desired power level to the motor.

The challenge with the conventional switch modules described above is that the mechanical components needed to utilize the required functionalities for a power tool require a considerable volume of space. Also, since the switching components are mechanically controlled, they are prone to wear and tear. Furthermore, the switch module requires an interface to communicate with the control module. The control module in turn requires a separate interface to communicate with power components coupled to the motor. The power components usually generate considerable amount of heat and are conventionally mounted adjacent to a heat sink to dissipate heat away from the power component. All these components contribute to an increase in size and weight of power tools.

According to the invention, an electronic power apparatus according to claim 1 is provided. The electronic power apparatus may include a housing, a pair of input power pins and a pair of output power pins, and power components mounted on a power circuit board and electrically connected to the input power pins and the output power pins to modulate a supply of power from the input power pins to the output power pins. The electronic power apparatus may further include a control unit arranged on a control circuit board disposed at a distance from the power circuit board, the control circuit board and the power circuit board being arranged inside the housing. A user-actuated input unit is provided including a variable-speed actuator, a first portion of which is at least partially arranged outside the housing to be engageable by a user and a second portion of which is movably arranged between the power circuit board and the control circuit board.

According to another aspect of the invention, a power tool according to claim 9 is provided, including a tool
housing, an electric motor inside the tool housing, a power interface facilitating a connection to a power source, and power components mounted on a power circuit board and electrically connected to the power interface and the electric motor to modulate a supply of power from the power interface to the electric motor. The power tool further includes a control unit arranged on a control circuit board disposed at a distance from the power circuit board, the control circuit board and the power circuit board being arranged inside the housing. A user-actuated input unit is provided including a variable-speed actuator, a first portion of which is at least partially arranged outside the housing to be engageable by a user and a second portion of which is movably arranged between the housing to be engageable by a user and a second portion of which is movably arranged between the power circuit board and the control circuit board. According to an embodiment, a pair of input power pins and a pair of output power pins are mounted on the power circuit board that respectively couple to the power interface and the electric motor.

According to an embodiment, the output power pins are mounted on the power circuit board and project through corresponding through-holes through the control circuit board to an outside part of the housing, the output pins spatially supporting the control circuit board with respect to the power circuit board inside the housing.

According to an embodiment, the second portion of the variable-speed actuator comprises a wiper portion supporting a conductive wiper.

According to an embodiment, the control unit is arranged on a first side of the control circuit board and a sense pad is arranged on a second side of the control circuit board facing the power circuit board and engaging the second portion of the variable-speed actuator, the sense pad providing an analog signal to the control unit corresponding to an actuation of the variable-speed actuator. In a further embodiment, conductive pads are provided and respectively coupled to a series of resistors arranged in series with a power input, where the conductive wiper electrically connects the sense pad to the conductive pads when the variable-speed actuator is pressed, and the sense pad supplies a variable-voltage from the power input and through the resistors to the control unit. In a further embodiment, a second conductive pad is arranged between the conductive pads and the sense pad and coupled to a second power input, where the conductive wiper electrically connects the sense pad to the second conductive pad when the variable-speed actuator is depressed.

According to an embodiment, the user-actuated input unit further includes a forward/reverse actuator arranged adjacent the power circuit board to make or break contact with corresponding forward/reverse conductive pads on the control circuit board.

According to an embodiment, the power circuit board is an insulated metal substrate having a first metal substrate, a second metal layer, and a dielectric layer therebetween.

For a more complete understanding of the disclosure, its objects and advantages, reference may be had to the following specification and to the accompanying drawings.

The drawings described herein are for illustration purposes only and are not intended to limit the scope of this disclosure in any way:

Fig. 1 depicts a cross-sectional view of a power tool, according to an embodiment of this disclosure;
Fig. 2A and 2B depict perspective front and back views of an electronic switch module, according to an embodiment of the disclosure;
Fig. 3 depicts an expanded perspective view of the electronic switch module, according to an embodiment of the disclosure;
Fig. 4 depicts a perspective view of a power circuit board, according to an embodiment of the disclosure;
Fig. 5 depicts a block diagram of a prior art control and power module;
Fig. 6 depicts a block diagram of the electronic switch module including a half-bridge circuit, according to an embodiment of the disclosure;
Fig. 7 depicts a block diagram of the electronic switch module including a full-bridge circuit, according to an embodiment of the disclosure;
Figs. 8A and 8B depict front and back views of a control circuit board, according to an embodiment of the disclosure;
Fig. 9 depicts a forward/reverse actuator implemented into a housing half, according to an embodiment of the disclosure;
Fig. 10A depicts an expanded view of the variable-speed actuator, according to an embodiment of the disclosure;
Fig. 10B depicts the forward/reverse actuator and the variable-speed actuator relative to the back side of the control circuit board, according to an embodiment of the disclosure;
Fig. 11 depicts a conductive pad pattern for the user-actuated input unit, according to an embodiment of the disclosure;
Fig. 12 depicts a circuit diagram of the conductive pads of Fig. 11 and the input detection system, according to an embodiment of the disclosure;
Figs. 13A-13C depict the conductive pad pattern of Fig. 11 with the wiper arranged in three different positions, according to an embodiment of the disclosure;
Figs. 14A-14B depict a conductive pad pattern for the user-actuated input unit, according to an alternative embodiment of the disclosure;
Figs. 15A-15D depict a conductive pad pattern with a dual-wiper design for the user-actuated input unit, according to yet another embodiment of the disclosure;
Referring now to FIG. 1, an exemplary power tool 10 is shown. The power tool 10 includes a housing 12 which surrounds a motor 14. The power source 18 includes either a power cord (AC current) or includes a battery pack 19 (DC current). The motor 14 is coupled with an output member 20 that includes a transmission 22 and a chuck 24. The chuck 24 is operable to retain a cutting or drilling accessory (not shown).

In the exemplary embodiment, the motor is a brushed motor and includes a stator assembly 30. The stator assembly 30 includes a stator housing 32, a flux ring or lamination stack 34, and magnets 36. The flux ring 34 is an expandable or split flux ring. Alternatively, a stack of single-piece or multi-piece laminations may be utilized. An armature 40 includes a shaft 42, a rotor 44 and a commutator 50 coupled with the shaft 42. The rotor 44 includes laminations 46 and windings 48. The motor 14 also includes end plates 52 and 54. End plate 52 includes a front bearing 56 which supports one end of a shaft 42. The shaft 42 is coupled with a pinion 60 that is part of the output member 20. Brushes 62 and 64 are associated with the commutator 50. A rear bearing 70 is also coupled with the end plate 54 to balance rotation of the shaft 42.

While motor 14 is illustratively shown as a permanent magnet DC ("PMDC") motor in which magnets 36 are affixed to an inner surface of flux ring 34, it should be understood that motor 14 could include other types of motors, including, but not limited to, a permanent magnet brushless motor in which the stator includes field windings electrically commutated via a controller. Also, while the power tool 10 as illustrated is a drill, any type of power tool may be used in accordance with the present disclosure.

According to an aspect of the disclosure, an electronic switch module 100 is provided to control various aspects of ON/OFF switching, variable-speed control, and forward/reverse control of the motor 14. The electronic switch module 100, according to an embodiment, includes control unit having a programmable micro-controller or other programmable processing unit capable of controlling other aspects of power tool 10, included, but not limited to, tool and battery pack temperature control, battery pack voltage control, tool over-current detection and control, etc. These features will be discussed later in detail. The electronic switch module 100 additionally includes a variable-speed trigger 102 incorporated therein along with a power unit having power components for controlling the motor 14, all packaged in a single housing. The trigger 102 is a part a variable-speed actuator of a user-actuated input unit, according to an embodiment. The electronic switch module 100 is coupled to the motor 14 and the power source 18 to control the supply of power to the motor 14. It must be understood that while the variable-speed actuator herein is a variable-speed trigger 102, the variable-speed actuator may include other variable-speed actuation mechanisms such as a speed dial, an optical pressure sensor, a capacitor sensor, a touch sensor, etc. in conjunction with the electronic switch module 100.

In DC power tools, the amount of power supplied to the motor 14 is often controlled by regulating the pulse-width modulation (PWM) duty cycle. This is done via by controlling the switching operation of power components (not shown) in the supply path at a fast pace. The power component may be a field effect transistor (FET), a bipolar junction transistor (BJT), an insulated gate bipolar transistor (IGBT), a silicon-controlled rectifier (SCR), or another type of electronic switch. The longer the component is on compared to the off periods, the higher the power supplied to the motor 14. In AC applications, according to an embodiment, the electronic switch module 100 employs phase control to regulate the amount of power applied to the motor 14. Generally, operation of the motor 14 is controlled by switching the motor current on and off at periodic intervals in relation to the zero crossing of the AC input signal. These periodic intervals are caused to occur in synchronism with the waveform of the AC signal and are measured in terms of a conduction angle, measured as a number of degrees, for instance. The conduction angle determines the point within the AC waveform at which the motor switch is fired (i.e., closed), thereby delivering current to the motor. In DC applications, according to an embodiment, the electronic switch module 100 employs pulse-width modulation (PWM) control to regulate the amount of power supplied to the motor 14.

Referring now to Figs. 2A and 2B, perspective front and back views of electronic switch module 100 are depicted, according to an embodiment of the disclosure. As shown in these figures, in addition to the user-actuated input unit, the...
electronic switch module 100 includes a housing 104, input power pins 106, output power pins 108, and electrical interfaces 110 and 112. The variable-speed trigger 102 and a forward/reverse actuator 114 in this figure are parts of the user-actuated input unit, which will be discussed later in detail. Unlike conventional power tools where the switch assembly is provided separately from the control module and/or the power module, the electronic switch module 100 of this application incorporates all components of the user-actuated input unit and all (or most) of the electronic controls needed to operate the power tool into a single housing unit. In an embodiment, as will be discussed later in detail, unlike conventional designs that include a separate ON/OFF power contact for disrupting the flow of current from the battery pack to the motor, the electronic switch module 100 supplies constant current to the power components and disrupts flow of current to the motor by turning off all power components simultaneously.

[0021] Fig. 3 depicts an expanded view of the electronic switch module 100, according to an embodiment of the disclosure. As shown in this figure, the electronic switch module 100 includes two housing halves 104a, 104b. The input power pins 106 and output power pins 108 are mounted on a power circuit board 130. The base of the input power pins 106 and output power pins 108 may be, for example, soldered, snapped into, or attached by other means to the power circuit board 130. The power circuit board 130 also accommodates all the power components (e.g., FETs) and some electronics needed for the operation of the power components, as will be discussed later in detail. A control circuit board 140 is mounted on the power circuit board 130 at a distance. The input power pins 106 and output power pins 108 penetrate through the control circuit board 140 and include features to mechanically support the control circuit board 140 with respect to the power circuit board 130. The input power pins 106 also provide power to the control circuit board 140, while the output power pins 108 allow the control circuit board 140 to monitor the power output being supplied to the motor 14. Electrical interfaces 110 and 112 may be mounted on the back side of the circuit board 140. The control circuit board 140 includes through-holes 142 and 148 corresponding to input power pins 106 and output power pins 108, respectively. The power circuit board 130 also includes multiple control pins 132, which contact the control circuit board 140 via through-holes 144. A processing unit 146, such as a micro-controller, is mounted, among other electronic components, on the control circuit board 140.

[0022] The power circuit board 130 is discussed herein in detail with reference to Figs. 3 and 4, according to an aspect of the disclosure.

[0023] Conventional power board circuits typically include a series of power components mounted on a printed circuit board. Since power components generate wasted heat, a heat sink is usually placed adjacent the power circuit board to dissipate the heat away from the power components. Conventional heat sinks are typically large and occupy too much space.

[0024] According to an embodiment of the disclosure, the power circuit board layer 130 is an insulated metal substrate (IMS) having a first metal layer, a dielectric layer that is thermally conductive but electrically insulating, and a second metal layer separated from the first metal layer via the dielectric layer. The first metal layer may be, for example, an aluminum or copper layer capable of transferring heat away from the power components. The configuration of power components according to an embodiment of this disclosure, as will be discussed in detail, allow the user of an IMS board instead of conventional printed circuit board/heat sink assembly of conventional power tools. This arrangement substantially reduces the mass and spaces occupied by conventional heat sinks.

[0025] Although IMS boards have been used for lower-power applications, high-power applications such as power tools have traditionally avoided using IMS boards because the power components needed for high-power power tool applications dissipate too much heat and require larger heat sinks that were not practical for use with IMS boards.

[0026] Fig. 5 depicts a prior art control and power module utilizing a single FET 202 and a flyback (or freewheeling) diode 234. In this design, variable-speed and forward/reverse operation of the motor 14 may be controlled through the use of the FET 202 and the flyback diode 234. The control unit 220 includes a microcontroller 210 and a gate driver 204 coupled to the gate of the FET 202. A control signal through the microcontroller 210 is provided to the gate driver 204 for turning the FET 202 ON or OFF. The gate driver 204 is responsible for translating the control signal received from the microcontroller 210 to a drive voltage sufficient to actuate the FET 202. Using the FET 202, the microcontroller 210 controls the amount of power provided from the battery 19 to the motor 14, i.e., by varying the PWM duty cycle from 0% (no supply of power) to 100% (full supply of power). The freewheel (or flyback) diode 234 is provided to maintain motor current through the motor 14 when the FET 202 is open during each duty cycle to avoid an inductive voltage spike. Absent the diode 234, opening the FET 202 would cause a sudden interruption of the flow of current through the inductance of the motor 14, which would cause a large voltage spike. The forward/reverse functionality in this design is accomplished through the Forward/Reverse Bar 230. In addition, in order to effectively stop the motor when the trigger is released, a brake 232 is used in combination with the flyback diode 234. The brake 232 may be controlled via the control unit 220.

[0027] In a power tool, the circuit discussed above with reference to Fig. 5 could not have been implemented on an IMS board, because the flyback diode 234 dissipates far too much heat for the IMS board to handle. Such a design would certainly require a very large IMS not practical for handheld power tool applications. In addition, the circuit disclosed in Fig. 5 has several other disadvantages, even if not used on an IMS board. For example, if the FET 202 is left open
longer that the time required for the flyback diode 234 to prevent an inductive spike, the diode 234 blocks the back EMF (Electromotive Force) developed by the motor, which would cause the motor to coast. Also, the brake 232 is a mechanical component and can provide only abrupt, non-controlled braking upon trigger release.

[0028] Fig. 6 depicts an electronic switch module 100 for operating the motor 14, according to an embodiment of the disclosure. In this embodiment, two FETs 302A, 302B are implemented as a half-bridge circuit to replace the flyback diode 234, brake contract 232, and FET 202 of Fig. 5. This half-bridge implementation allows actively-controlled power devices, i.e., FETs 302A, 302B to be utilized instead of the passively-controlled flyback diode 234, thus improving overall system efficiency. Also, with this implementation, the FET 302B provides the controlled braking of the motor 14 when needed, thus replacing the non-controlled brake contract 232. It is noted that other power components such as relays or power BJTs may also be employed instead of FETs.

[0029] The FETs 302A and 302B are coupled to gate driver 304 driven by the microcontroller 146 of the control circuit board 140. According to an embodiment of the disclosure, the switching control of the two FETs 302A, 302B is handled by the micro-controller 146 to perform synchronous rectification. Synchronous rectification refers to using an actively controlled switch, in this case FET 302B, in place of a diode and controlling the switch electronically to replicate the function of the conventional flyback diode. To control the variable-speed functionality of the motor 14, the microcontroller 146 controls the switching operation of the FET 302A to vary the PWM duty cycle from 0% to 100%. Simultaneously, the FET 302B is driven with a similar PWM system such that if FET 302A is driven at X% duty cycle, FET 302B is driven at 100-X% duty cycle (minus some small fraction). This ensures that at almost any instant, one of the two FETS 302A or 302B is ON, but the FETs are never both ON simultaneously. In other words, at any give time, if the FET 302A is ON, the FET 302B is OFF, and vice versa. In an embodiment, some suitable delay may be provided between one FET turning OFF and another turning ON so that there is no “shoot-through” in the event that both FETs are closed (ON) simultaneously for an instant.

[0030] With synchronous rectification provided by the FETs 302A, 302B as described above, FET 302B is synchro- nously turned ON during the FET 302A off cycles. Accordingly, an inductive spike, which would ordinarily occur through diode 234 of Fig. 5, is eliminated through FET 302B during FET 302A off cycles. This control mechanism thus allows FET 302B to replace the flyback diode 234 in Fig. 5. FET 302B has an effective impedance much lower that a flyback diode, and therefore it dissipates much less heat. Also, unlike the flyback diode that blocks the back EMF of the motor after an inductive spike, FET 302B shorts the back EMF of the motor during the off cycle of FET 302A. This allows the FET 302B to brake the motor rather than allowing it to coast during power tool trigger release by the user. Moreover, some power tool users tend to “feather” the trigger, i.e., rapidly depress and release the trigger continuously, which places great demands on the power tool control and computation as well as heat dissipation through the conventional flyback diodes. Synchronous rectification of this embodiment alleviates issues related to trigger feathering.

[0031] Fig. 7 depicts an alternative embodiment using a full-bridge configuration. In this embodiment, the electronic switch module 100 controls the operation of the motor 14 using four switches 312A-D as shown. The switches 312A-D may be FETs or other types of switches such as relays or BJTs may also be used. By controlling the four FETs 312A-D, the microcontroller 146 of the control circuit board 140 can control both variable-speed and reverse/forward functionality of the motor 14 without a forward/reverse switch 330.

[0032] In one embodiment, the microcontroller 146, through the gate driver 304, synchronizes the ON/OFF switching of FETs 312A and 312D and FETs 312B and 312C. Specifically, FETs 312A and 312D always turn ON and OFF together, and FETs 312B and 312C always turn ON and OFF together subject to the small OFF time during PWM switching transients discussed above. This mode of operation can provide “plug braking” as opposed to dynamic braking provided using the half-bridge described above. In other words, the full reversed battery voltage/potential can be used to change the speed of the motor. At 50% PWM duty cycle, since the same amount of current is flowing through FETs 312B and 312C as it is flowing through FETs 312A and 312D during a given period of time, the motor 14 is in its stationary position. The motor can be run in the forward operation at 50-100% duty cycle, where full-forward is achieved at 100% duty cycle.

Similarly, the motor 14 can be run in reverse at 0-50% duty cycle, with full-reverse being achieved at 0% duty cycle. If the trigger switch is released, the FETs 312A and 312C (or FETs 312B and 312D) may be turned ON simultaneously to brake the motor.

[0033] In an alternative embodiment, the four FETs 312A-D design of Fig. 7 may be utilized to accomplish a synchro- nously-rectified half bridge circuit as described above. Specifically, in an embodiment, in forward motor control, FETs 312A and 312B are used for PWM control similarly to a half-bridge circuit previously described with reference to Fig. 6, while FET 312C is left continuously ON and FET 312D is left continuously OFF. In reverse motor control, FETs 312C and 312D are used for PWM control similarly to a half-bridge circuit previously described, while FET 312A is left ON and FET 312B is left OFF continuously. The micro-controller 146 through the gate driver 304 may toggle the ON/OFF status of the FETs 312A-312D upon actuation of the forward/reverse actuator 114 by the user. It must be noted that there are alternative ways of realizing the forward/reverse functions than the exemplary embodiment described here as long as two FETs are used for PWM control and two for direction control. For example, the reverse motor control may be realized by PWM controlling FETs 312A and 312B similarly to a half-bridge circuit while keeping FET 312D continuously
ON and FET 312D continuously OFF. These embodiments utilize the advantages of a half-bridge circuit, namely low power dissipation during low-FET OFF cycles and braking the motor using the upper FET, without the need for a separate Forward/Reverse bar 330 as shown in Fig. 6.

The above-described embodiments utilize a programmable microcontroller 146. The microcontroller 146 receives ON/OFF, variable-speed, and/or reverse/forward signals from an actuation member (as discussed later) and uses the received signals to drive the power FETs. It is understood that instead of a microcontroller 146, other control mechanisms such as a micro-processor, a digital signal processor, or an integrate circuit implementing the control system described above may also be utilized.

Gate driver 304 in Figs. 6 and 7 are used to provide the necessary voltage needed to drive the FETs. In particular, FET 302B in Fig. 6 and FETs 312B and 312D in Fig. 7 are typically N-type MOSFETs, which require a large amount of voltage to be applied to the FET gate in order to switch the state of the FET. The gate driver 304 includes bootstrap circuitry needed to drive the FETs. A bootstrap circuit often includes a bootstrap diode and a capacitor to store the amount of charge needed to drive the FET gates. In the embodiment of Fig. 7 where the FETs are utilized to implement a synchronously rectified half-bridge, keeping one of the FETs 312A or 312C on (either continuously or during the PWM on cycles) helps charge the bootstrap capacitors of the gate driver 304.

It is noted that the electronic switch module 100 of Fig. 6 includes a mechanical on/off switch 301 between the FETs 301A, 302B and the power source 19, according to an embodiment. This mechanical switch 301 may be provided as a safety measure, because if one of the FETs 301A or 302B fuses or otherwise malfunctions it would cause the motor 14 to run inadvertently. In the electronic switch module 100 of Fig. 7, however, the need for such a safety mechanical on/off switch is eliminated, because malfunctioning of a single FET 312 in Fig. 7 would not cause the motor to run inadvertently as long as the other three FETs 312 are off. For this reason, the synchronously rectified design of Fig. 7 requires no separate on/off power switch between the FETs 312 and the power source 19.

As discussed above, the conventional motor control design using a flyback diode dissipates too much heat to be implemented on an IMS layer. Such conventional designs typically require a much larger and bulkier heat sink to efficiently transfer heat away from the power components. Of course, heat transferability of a heat sink depends not only on the size and shape of the heat sink, but the thermal capacity of the metal as well. The thermal capacity is a measure of the amount of heat required to raise the temperature of the heat sink by 1°C. For an aluminum heat sink used with the conventional design of Fig. 5, a thermal capacity of approximately 3.0 calories/°C, or 12.5 Joules/Kelvin is typically required to efficiently transfer heat away from the FETs. It was found by the inventors of this application that connecting the FETs in an H-bridge configuration with synchronous rectification, as discussed above with reference to figures 6 and 7, would reduce the thermal dissipation of the power components by a factor of over 13.

Specifically, the flyback diode of conventional designs dissipates approximately 15 Amps at 0.8 Volt, or 12 Watts of power. At 50% PWM duty cycle, the power dissipation of the flyback diode is 6 Watts. By comparison, the FETs used in the H-bridge circuit according to an embodiment of the disclosure each dissipate 15 Amps at 30 milliVolts, or 0.45 Watts of power. Thus, at 50% PWM duty cycle, each FET dissipates 0.225 Watts of power. Assuming that FET 202 in the conventional design of Fig. 5 is similar to the FETs 302 and 312 in Figs. 6 and 7, the power components in Fig. 5 dissipate 6.225 Watts of power. In the half-bridge circuit of Fig. 6, by comparison, the two FETs 302A and 302B dissipate only 0.45 Watts of power. And in the half-bridge synchronously-rectified circuit of Fig. 7, only 0.9 Watts of power is dissipated. Accordingly, the new embodiment of Fig. 6 reduces power dissipation from the power components by a factor of 6.225 / 0.45 = 13.8. The new embodiment of Fig. 7 reduces power dissipation from the power components by a factor of 6.225 / 0.9 = 6.9. This in turn reduces the total amount of metal required for the heat sink. This is why, in an embodiment of the disclosure, the power components for motor control may be mounted on an IMS layer, which uses less metal in the conductive substrate than traditional heat sinks.

Although the total heat sink size can be reduced by a factor of at least 6.9, in practice the power components still require a large enough IMS surface area for mounting and routing the power components. Inventors of this application successfully implemented the synchronously-rectified H-bridge design of Fig. 7 of an IMS board having a total surface area of 17.5 cm² and a thickness of 1.6 mm (of which the thickness of the dielectric layer and the upper metal layer is negligible). The metal substrate in this particular embodiment is an aluminum alloy having a total mass of 7.5 gm. In comparison, the conventional design tested by the inventors requires approximately 34 grams of copper in its heat sink. The metal substrate of the IMS board according to an embodiment has a thermal capacity of approximately 1.6 calories/degreeC, or at most 7 Joules/Kelvin. This amounts to a reduction in total heat sink size of 44% compared to conventional designs. For IMS boards having a pure aluminum substrate, this would require a total aluminum mass of at most 10 grams. For IMS boards having a copper substrate, this would require a total copper mass of at most 18 grams. Accordingly, the new design reduces the required size of the heat sink by approximately 45% compared to the conventional designs.

Since the IMS board used by the inventors and described above in fact has a much larger metal substrate that would be needed to dissipate heat from the H-bridge power components, the IMS board provides several advantages. For example, in conventional designs, the heat sink typically protrudes outside the power module to an area near the
motor fan or adjacent air vents in the tool handle. In this embodiment, however, the IMS board is fully encapsulated within the electronic switch module housing 104, yet it manages to transfer heat from the power components very efficiently. Further, the IMS board described herein (with a metal substrate with a thermal capacity of at most 7 Joules/Kelvin) may be power tools having a Maximum Watts Out (MWO) of 100 watts or more. Maximum Watts Out generally refers to the maximum amount of power that a power tool can output, as a function of the power source voltage, the load (i.e., current flowing through the motor), source impedance, motor impedance, etc. The prior art design of Fig. 5 would generate too much heat at that power level to be mounted on an IMS board.

Referring once again to Fig. 4, four power components 134 (i.e., FETs) are configured on the IMS power circuit board 130 as an H-bridge shown in Fig. 7. The input power pins 106 are connected to the B+ and B- terminals of the battery 19. The B+ terminal is connected to the drain of the upper FETs (312B and 312D in Fig. 7). The B- terminal is connected to the source of the lower FETs (312A and 312C in Fig. 7). The other terminals of the FETs are connected to the M+ and M- terminals of the motor 14. The gates A, AL, AU, BL and BU of the FETs are controlled from the control circuit board 140 via pins 132. In addition to the FETs 134, other electronic components 136 such as resistors and diodes may also be mounted on the IMS 130, as may be required based on the desired power requirements. In an embodiment, a thermistor may additionally be arranged on the power circuit board 130 to measure the IMS temperature and provides the temperature measurement via one of the pins 132 to the control circuit board 140.

It will be appreciated that while the power circuit board 130 of the disclosure is an IMS board, other traditional circuit boards may also be used in combination with other aspects of this disclosure.

The control circuit board 140, according to an embodiment, is a printed circuit board. On the top side of the control circuit board 140, a micro-controller 146 and other electronic components (along with a series of through-holes 142, 144, 148) are incorporated into the electronic-switch module 100. An embodiment, variable-speed detection and on/off detection are handled via an input detection system and a variable-speed actuator discussed herein, according to an aspect of this disclosure.

Forward/reverse detection function of the user-actuated input unit is handled via a forward/reverse actuator 114, according to an embodiment. Fig. 9 depicts the construction of the forward/reverse actuator 114 inside the housing half 104a in further detail, according to an embodiment. As shown in Figs. 3 and 9, the forward/reverse actuator 114 is mounted adjacent a top portion of the variable-speed trigger 102. The forward/reverse actuator 114 includes a contact portion 115, which holds an electrical connector 124. One end of the forward/reverse actuator 114 is located outside the housing 104 and is secured to the housing 104 via the pivot point 117, which sits inside a corresponding pivot slot 121 of the housing 104. A biasing member 116 is secured to the housing 104 to engage and bias the contact portion 115 in a forward or reverse direction. Movement of the forward/reverse actuator 114 around the pivot point 117 moves the contact portion 115 against the biasing force of the biasing member 116 in the forward or reverse direction. This allows the connector 124 to make or break contact with corresponding conductive pads 163 (see Fig. 8A) on the back side of the control circuit board 140 against the biasing force of the biasing member 116. One of the conductive pads 163 is connected to the power source and the other end is sensed for voltage. When the connector 124 makes contact with the conductive pads 163, it effectively shorts the pads together. Presence or lack of sensed voltage is indicative of whether the motor should rotate in the forward or reverse direction.

Variable-speed and on/off functions of the user-actuated input unit are handled via the variable-speed actuator, according to an embodiment. With continued reference to Fig. 3, and further in view of the expanded depiction in Fig. 10A, the variable-speed actuator includes the trigger 102 connected via a post 118 to a wiper portion 119, which is in turn situated between the two boards 130, 140. The wiper portion 119 engages a spring 122 attached to the housing 104. The wiper portion 119 holds a conductive wiper 128. The conductive wiper 128 contacts conductive pads 160, 162, and 163 are also provided. The control circuit board 140 also includes a series of through-holes 142, 144, and 148, which respectively receive the output power pins 108, control pins 132, and input power pins 106.

According to an embodiment, the user-actuated input unit incorporates variable-speed detection, on/off detection, and forward/reverse detection functionalities into the electronic-switch module 100. In an embodiment, variable-speed detection and on/off detection are handled via an input detection system and a variable-speed actuator discussed herein, according to an aspect of this disclosure.
Fig. 10B depicts the arrangement of the variable-speed actuator, including the variable-speed trigger 102 and the longitudinal movement of the variable-speed trigger 102.

Conventional variable-speed input systems typically included a potentiometer or similar mechanical input device, which includes a resistive ink painted on a circuit board. As the trigger travels across the resistive ink, variable voltage levels are outputted from the potentiometer. A disadvantage of such systems, however, is that they are not durable as the ink wears off after limited usage. Also, the process of painting the ink on the circuit board is often costly and burdensome.

In order to overcome these shortcomings, instead of using a painted resistive ink, a series of conductive pads 160, 162 are utilized for variable-speed detection, according to an embodiment of the disclosure. As shown in Fig. 8, in an embodiment, the conductive pads 160 and 162 are arranged on the back side of the control circuit board 140, according to an embodiment. The conductive pads 160 and 162 engage the conductive wiper 128 of the wiper portion 119 of the variable-speed actuator. The conductive pads 162 are electrically connected to a series of resistors (not shown), respectively. As the conductive wiper 128 travels over the conductive pads 160 and 162, variations in voltage level are detected at pad 162 depending on the number of resistors connected in the electric line created by the conductive wiper 128. This variable-voltage is indicative of variable-speed of the variable-speed actuator.

It is possible to arrange the conductive pads 162 in a single row of rectangular pads. However, the gaps between adjacent conductive pads 162 in such an arrangement would interrupt the flow of current to pad 160 as the wiper moves from one conductive pad to the next. This results in discontinuity in the trigger-voltage profile. Furthermore, since a finite number of conductive pads 162 are provided, voltage measurements can only be made in steps corresponding to the finite number of conductive pads 162.

According to the embodiment of the disclosure depicted in Fig. 11, an improved layout for conductive pads 160, 162 is provided. In this embodiment, the conductive pads 162 are arranged as two end pads 162(1) and 162(20), and two rows of pads 162(2)-(18) and 162(3)-(19) longitudinally aligned in parallel between the end pads 162(1) and 162(20). Each end pads 162(1) and 162(20) is shaped a first large rectangular connected to a second smaller rectangle. Pads 162(2)-(18) are arranged in a first row with gaps therebetween. Pads 162(3)-(19) are arranged in a second row with gaps therebetween, parallel to pads 162(3)-(19). The pads 162(3)-(19) are offset with respect to the pads 162(2)-(18), such that, for example, pad 162(3) is traversely positioned between pads 162(2) and 162(4). A longitudinal gap is provided between the two rows of pads. Pads 162(2)-(18) are offset with respect to pads 162(3)-(19) such that the gaps between pads 162(2)-(18) are arranged directly above pads 162(3)-(19).

According to an embodiment of the disclosure depicted in Fig. 12, a circuit diagram of the input detection unit 500 and the conductive pads 160-163, according to an embodiment of the disclosure. As shown here, the conductive pads 162(1)-(19) are connected via a series of resistors R1-R18. Conductive pad 162(19) is connected via a resistor R19 to a VDD power source. Conductive pads 162(1)-(19) are used for variable-speed detection. Conductive pad 162(20) is connected to the battery terminal B+ through the input power terminals 106. Conductive pad 162(20) is used primarily for ON/OFF detection. Conductive pad 160 is connected to an input detection unit 500, discussed later in detail.

In an embodiment, the input detection unit 500 receives an F/R signal from pad 163(22) indicative of the direction of the motor. Pad 163(23) is grounded. When the electrical connector 124 of the forward/reverse actuator 114 makes contact with pads 162(22) and 163(23), it drives down the output REMOVE_F/R of the input detection unit 500. This might correspond to the forward direction, in an embodiment. When the forward/reverse actuator 114 does not contact with pads 162(22) and 163(23), the VDD signal drives the output REMOVE_F/R, which might correspond to the reverse direction in an embodiment.

According to an embodiment, in the default position, where the trigger 102 has not been pressed by the user, the posts a-b of the wiper 128 rest on the conductive pad 160 and the posts c-d rest on pad 162(20). As shown in Fig. 12, conductive pad 162(20) is connected to the battery terminal B+. Resistors R33, R45 and R49 provide a high impedance low-leakage current connection to the terminal B+ to minimize the amount of current leakage from the battery when the tool is not in operation. Terminal B+ provides a voltage of, for example, 18V depending on the battery being used. While the trigger 102 has not been pressed, the Wiper terminal of the input detection unit 500 receives a voltage of, for example, 8V, through the resistor R33. Zener diode D13 offsets the Wiper terminal voltage by approximately 7 volts and drives the gate of FET Q8. The source of FET Q8 is connected to the ground, and its drain is connected to an ON_OFF terminal of the input detection unit 500. FET Q8 has a gate threshold of between 1-2 volts. Accordingly, while the trigger 102 has not been pressed, FET Q8 remains ON, which in turn grounds the ON_OFF terminal.

When the trigger 102 is pressed, the wiper 128 moves from pad 162(20) to pad 162(19), 162(18), etc. The VDD terminal is connected to a regulated power terminal on the control circuit board 140 after the tool turns ON, which will be discussed later. The VDD terminal is initially grounded for several milliseconds when the trigger is first pressed.
Therefore, once the wiper 128 moves to any of the pads 162(19), 162(18), etc., the Wiper terminal of the input detection unit 500 will experience a large voltage drop. This voltage drop will in turn switch the FET Q3 to an OFF state. The voltage at the ON_OFF terminal will therefore be pulled up by the PD_B+ terminal (which is coupled to the battery though a diode, as discussed later), as regulated by the 16V zener diode D14. In other words, the ON_OFF terminal will output an approximately 14V signal once the trigger is pulled by the user. The ON_OFF signal will in turn power ON the microcontroller 146 and the gate driver circuit (discussed below).

Once the power tool is turned ON, the VDD terminal begins providing a voltage of, for example, 3.3V to the conductive pads 162, as will be discussed. Since the pads 162 are connected to resistors R1-R18 in series, based on the position of the wiper 128 over the conductive pads 162(19)-(1), different voltage levels between 0-3.3V will be sensed at pad 160. Each resistor R1-R18 drops the voltage by a fraction of a volt. These different voltage levels are inversely proportional to the variable speed of the motor as indicated the trigger 102. The relationship between the pad 162 voltage level and motor speed may be programmed via, for example, a trigger profile function or a lookup table in the microcontroller 146.

With continued reference to Figs. 11 and 12, and further in reference to Figs. 13A-13C, it is noted that as the wiper 128 moves over pads 162(20)-(1), it contacts pad one or two pads 162 at any given time. This design is advantageous in that it increases the number of voltage intervals that can be provided from the conductive pads 162. Specifically, in Fig. 13A, the wiper 128 contacts two pads (2) and (3) simultaneously. This is somewhat close to full speed of the motor. As the trigger is released slowly, the wiper 128 contacts only pad (3) in Fig. 13B, followed by pads (3) and (4) in Fig. 13C. In Fig. 13A, the contact of wiper 128 with pads (2) and (3) essentially shorts the nodes across resistor R2 (see Fig. 12). Similarly, in Fig. 13C, the contact of wiper 128 with pads (3) and (4) shorts the nodes of resistor R3. The formulas below define the voltage levels detected at each of these positions. In formula (i), the wiper 128 is contacting two pads (a) and (a+1) (e.g., (2) and (3) in Fig. 13A and (3) and (4) in Fig. 13B) simultaneously. In this case, the shorted resistor is subtracted from the total resistors in the string in the denominator. In formula (ii), the wiper is contacting only a single pad (a), and therefore the voltage is measured only as a function of the total the total resistors in the path of the contacted pad (a), divided by the sum of all resistors.

\[
(i) \quad V(a,a+1) = V_{3.3} \left( \frac{\sum_{i=0}^{19} R_i - \sum_{i=a}^{19} R_i}{\sum_{i=0}^{19} R_i - Ra} \right)
\]

\[
(ii) \quad V(a) = V_{3.3} \left( \frac{\sum_{i=0}^{19} R_i - \sum_{i=a}^{19} R_i}{\sum_{i=0}^{19} R_i} \right)
\]

It is noted that in this embodiment, while a total of 19 conductive pads are provided for variable-speed measurement, it is possible to obtain a total of 37 voltage measurements corresponding to 37 speed settings from this embodiment. The 37 voltage measurements are obtained from the 19 conductive pads 162(1)-(19) and 18 positions in which the wiper is contacting two adjacent pads. Furthermore, the wiper 128 is in constant contact with at least one pad at any given time, and therefore the movement of the wiper 128 from one pad 162 to another does not result in voltage interruptions. This results in continuity in the trigger-voltage profile.

An alternative wiper layout for conductive pads is disclosed herein with reference to Figs. 14A and 14B, according to an embodiment of the disclosure. In this embodiment, conductive pads 262 are parallelogram-shaped (rhomboid or diamond) and arranged side-by-side. Each pad 262 is connected to a corresponding resistor Ri. The resistors Ri are connected in series to a power source Vs. As the wiper 282 moves over the pads 262, it contacts a single pad, as shown in Fig. 14A, or two pads, as shown in Fig. 14B. This embodiment, similarly to the parallel arrangement of Fig. 11, provides continuity in the trigger-voltage profile and allows for more voltage measurements than the number of conductive pads 262 provided.

According to yet another embodiment, as shown in Figs. 15A-15D, multiple wipers 328 (e.g., two wipers as
shown) may be utilized. In this embodiment, the conductive pads 362 are arranged in parallel with gaps therebetween.
As the trigger moves, the wipers W1 and W2 make and break contact with the conductive pads in a resistor divided
network in a way that at least one of the two wipers W1 or W2 is always in contact with one of the pads 362. The trigger-
voltage profile in this embodiment is identified by exclusive state conditions using the combination of the W1 and W2
readings shown in Table 1. This embodiment also allows for continuity and increased number of voltage measurements.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>W1</th>
<th>W2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 (Fig.</td>
<td>V1</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 (Fig.</td>
<td>V1</td>
<td>V1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 (Fig.</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>V1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 (Fig.</td>
<td>V2</td>
<td>V1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>V2</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>V2</td>
<td>V2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Continued patterns ...

[0063] The embodiments described above with reference to Figs. 9-15 relate to the user-actuated input unit. Other
components of the control circuit board 140 including the micro-controller 146 will be described herein.

[0064] Fig. 16 depicts a block diagram of the control circuit board 140, according to an exemplary embodiment. Control
circuit 140 includes, in this embodiment, the micro-controller 146, the gate driver 304, the input detection unit 500, a
current sensing unit 306, a battery pack thermistor control unit 720, a battery pack split stack control unit 730, a VDD
pre-regulator circuit 700, and a VCC pre-regulator circuit 600. It is assumed that this circuit is being used in conjunction
with the full-bridge circuit of Fig. 7 configured as a synchronously-rectified half-bridge, although it should be understood
that other power circuit configurations may also be used. Although the gate driver 304 is a part of the control circuit
board 140 in this embodiment, it must be understood that the gate driver 304 may be mounted on the power circuit board
130 instead.

[0065] The micro-controller 146 may be a programmable micro-controller unit or any other programmable logic unit
such as a micro-processor, a digital signal processor, etc. It is understood that the functions programmed into the micro-
controller 146 may also be implemented in a hardware unit such as an Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC),
Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA), or similar units. The micro-controller 146 handles various functions of the tool,
motor, and battery pack control.

[0066] In an embodiment, the micro-controller 146 receives an IMS_THERMISTOR signal from the IMS board 130
and monitors the IMS temperature accordingly. If the IMS temperature rises above a certain threshold, the micro-controller
146 may shut down the gate driver 304 completely or change the PWM control of the motor FETs 312A-312D to allow
the IMS board 130 to cool down (Fig. 7).

[0067] According to an embodiment, the micro-controller 146 also receives a PACK_SPLIT_STACK signal and a
PACK-THERMISTOR signal from the battery pack split stack control unit 730 and the battery pack thermistor control
unit 720, respectively. These units respectively receive a SPLIT-STACK signal and a PACK_THERMISTOR_SENSE
signal from the battery pack. The SPLIT_STACK signal represents a voltage detected at a split point of the battery cell
stack inside the battery pack. In an embodiment, this signal has a voltage level of 0-12V. The
PACK_THERMISTOR_SENSE represents a voltage level corresponding to the value of a thermistor inside the battery
pack and has a value of, for example, 1-20V. The battery pack split stack control unit 730 and the battery pack thermistor
control unit 720 respectively scale these signals to PACK_SPLIT_STACK and PACK-THERMISTOR signals in the range
of 0-3.3V for compatibility with the micro-controller 146. The battery pack split stack control unit 730 and the battery
pack thermistor control unit 720 may also receive the LEAKAGE signal from the micro-controller 146 to cut off supply
of voltage to the micro-controller 146 when the tool is powered off so that the battery pack is not continuously discharged
when the tool is not being used.

[0068] The micro-controller 146 may also perform current sensing and current control, according to an embodiment
of the disclosure. For example, the micro-controller 146 may be coupled to the B+ battery terminal via a shunt resistor
or other similar device to measure the current coming from the battery pack. Using a shunt resistor is the most common
way of measuring current; however, measuring current levels of 100 Amperes or more with very little voltage drop and
power loss would require large and expensive shunt resistors.

[0069] Accordingly, in an embodiment of the disclosure, instead of providing any additional shunt devices, the lower
FETs 312A and 312C are used as shunts for current measurement. In this embodiment, the micro-controller 146 may
receive one or two current measurement signals (CURRENT_M1 AND CURRENT_M2 in this example) from a current sensing circuit 306, which is coupled to the M+ and M-terminals of the motor (i.e., output power pins 108). As previously described, in the forward motor control, FET 312C is left ON and FET 312D is left OFF continuously while FETs 312A and 312B are used for PWM control. Similarly, in the reverse motor control, FET 312A is left ON and FET 312B is left OFF continuously while FETs 312C and 312D are used for PWM control. When a given FET 312A-D is OFF, it will have a voltage of 0 to over B+ volts (sometimes up to 30V in 18V battery packs due to switching transients). When the same FET turns ON, its voltage drops to very low levels, for example approximately 0 to 0.5 volts. This voltage corresponds to a current level of, for example approximately 0 to 500 Amps. According to this embodiment, the lower FET that is kept continuously ON, i.e., FET 312C in the forward motor control and FET 312D in the reverse motor control, is used as a shunt for current measurement. Specifically, the voltage across FET 312C in the forward motor control and FET 312D in the reverse motor control is sensed via the current sensing circuit 306. The current sensing circuit 306 may include voltage-limiting diodes to provide voltage filtering and clipping of the voltage level sensed from M+ and M- to under the micro-controller voltage level of, for example, 3.3V, and output the CURRENT_M1 and CURRENT_M2. The micro-controller 146 then compares the voltage levels of CURRENT_M1 and CURRENT_M2 (selectively depending on whether the motor in forward or reverse direction) to a reference voltage value corresponding to an upper current limit. The reference voltage value may be, for example, 0.1V. This allows the micro-controller to limit the current to, for example, 100A by controlling the PWM of the FETs. The measured current may similarly be used to indicate, for example, stall detection (when the current is too high), in which case the micro-controller 146 may shut down the tool completely.

As previously described, when the variable-speed trigger 102 is first engaged by the user, the movement of the wiper 128 turns ON the ON_OFF signal. This signal is used to turn the micro-controller 146 and gate driver 304 ON through VDD pre-regulator circuit 700, and VCC pre-regulator circuit 600, as discussed below. Additionally, signal POT_WIPER_OUT, which is coupled to conductive pad 21 (see Fig. 12) provides a variable voltage signal to the micro-controller 146 for variable-speed detection. Similarly, signal REMOVE_F/R signal coupled to conductive pad 22 (see Fig. 12) provides a logic voltage signal to the micro-controller 146 for forward/reverse detection. These signals are used by the micro-controller 146 to regulate PWM control of the motor FETs in either the forward or reverse direction.

The lout node shown in this circuit controls FET Q12, which is activates the DISABLE signal. The DISABLE signal is therefore the logic inversion of the lout node. The DISABLE signal is coupled to the gate driver 304 to disable all signals AU, AL, BU, and BL provided to the motor. The DISABLE signal accordingly acts as a safety measure - in place of a mechanical power switch that would normally ensure that power is cut off from the motor when the tool is powered down - to ensure that the gate driver disables all the motor power components even if the micro-controller 146 malfunctions for whatever reason.

Additionally, the lout node of the VCC pre-regulator circuit 600, according to an embodiment, controls FET Q7, which, combined with resistor R7, capacitor C14, and diode D20, limit the VCC voltage to approximately 14V for purposes of compatibility with the gate driver chip.

The VDD pre-regulator circuit 700 is described herein with reference to Fig. 18, according to an embodiment. The VDD pre-regulator circuit 600 receives the ON_OFF signal and the battery voltage PD_B+ (passed through a voltage regulating diode D12 coupled to a capacitor D16) and outputs a VCC voltage signal and a DISABLE logic signal, both of which are outputted to the gate driver 304. The ON_OFF signal turns on FET Q10B, which after a time delay caused by capacitor C32 turns off FET Q10A. According, the lout node corresponds to the ON_OFF signal plus a time delay. This time delay may be, for example, about 1 second, and is provided to allow the motor sufficient time to brake when the trigger is fully released.

The VDD pre-regulator circuit 700 is described herein with reference to Fig. 18, according to an embodiment. The VDD pre-regulator circuit 700 in this embodiment receives the ON_OFF signal from the input detection unit 500 and the LEAKAGE signal from the micro-controller 146. In addition, the VDD pre-regulator circuit 700 receives the PD_B+ signal described above from the battery.

In an embodiment of the disclosure, once the trigger 102 is first actuated by the user to turn on the power tool, the ON_OFF signal with a voltage level of, for example, 14V is generated. The ON_OFF signal is coupled to the gate of FET Q9A. A pair of zener diodes D9 regulates the gate voltage supplied to the FET Q9A. Once the ON_OFF signal turns on FET Q9A, resistors R20 and R18 create a voltage at the gate of FET Q4 to turn it on. FET Q4 in turn supplies the PD_B+ voltage to voltage limiting BJT Q3 and linear regulator U5, which generate a constant voltage of, for example, approximately 3.3V at the VDD terminal. The VDD signal is supplied to the micro-controller 146, as well as the wiper conductive pads shown in Fig. 12.

According to an embodiment, the ON_OFF signal remains on for as long as the user continues to press the trigger 102. However, the micro-controller 146 may have to shut down the power tool or turn off the FETs under certain circumstances. For example, the trigger 102 may be left pressed inadvertently inside a tool box. Thus, according to an embodiment, the micro-controller 146 may be programmed to shut down the tool after a pre-determine time, for example, 2 minutes. Also, if the micro-controller 146 detects a fault condition such as, for example, battery under-voltage, battery over-temperature, IMS over-temperature, or power tool over-discharge conditions, it may be configured to shut itself down.
In order to allow the micro-controller the capability of shutting itself (and therefore the power tool) down instead of the ON_OFF signal, the ON_OFF signal line is coupled to a bootstrap capacitor C24. Once the ON_OFF is activated, it charges the bootstrap capacitor C24. It takes capacitor C24 several milliseconds to fully charge, which is sufficient time for the VDD signal to power on the micro-controller 146. Once the micro-controller 146 is powered on, it activates the LEAKAGE signal, which is also inputted to the gate of FET Q9A and continues to keep FET Q9A on. In the meantime, one capacitor C24 is fully charged, it cuts off the ON_OFF signal from the gate of FET Q9A until another transient of the ON_OFF occurs. Regardless of the state of the ON_OFF signal, however, FET Q9A remains on as long as the LEAKAGE signal is kept active by the micro-controller 146.

According to an embodiment of the disclosure, in the forward direction, as shown in Figs. 23A-C, the magnet 904 has a N-S polarity, whereas in the reverse direction, as shown in FIGs. 23A-F. In this turn powers off the micro-controller 146. The LEAKAGE signal also deactivates battery pack thermistor control unit 720 and battery pack split stack control unit 730.

According to an embodiment, electronic switch module 100 may include a linear Hall Effect sensor 910 used with a conventional potentiometer, a speed dial, or other non-contact measuring techniques.

Aspects of this application. For example, the electronic switch module 100, in one embodiment, may be implemented as described above can be replaced with other traditional variable-speed detection systems and combined with other electrically coupled to the control circuit board 140 to supply battery power.

Input pins 106 provide both mechanical support and power supply to the control circuit board 140. Output pins 108 also provide mechanical support for the control circuit board 140, but also the M+ and M- voltage signals are fed back via these pins to the control circuit board 140 for use by the gate driver 304 and for current measurement (see Fig. 16). Electrical interfaces 110 and 112 may be used for, for example, PACK_THERMISTOR_SENSE, SPLIT_STACK, PACK_VOLTAGE, and LED signals shown in the block diagram of Fig. 16. Control pins 132 may be used for, for example, AU, AL, BU, BL, and IMS_THERMISTOR signals in Fig. 16.

Fig. 19 depicts the mechanical arrangement of the control circuit board 140 and the power circuit board 130 with respect to one another, according to an embodiment of the disclosure. As shown herein, the control circuit board 140 is spatially supported via output power pins 108 and input power pins 106 with respect to the power circuit board 130. Input pins 106 provide both mechanical support and power supply to the control circuit board 140. Output pins 108 also provide mechanical support for the control circuit board 140, but also the M+ and M- voltage signals are fed back via these pins to the control circuit board 140 for use by the gate driver 304 and for current measurement (see Fig. 16). Electrical interfaces 110 and 112 are mounted on the bottom side of the control circuit board 140 in this embodiment. The electrical interfaces 110 and 112 may be used for, for example, PACK_THERMISTOR_SENSE, SPLIT_STACK, PACK_VOLTAGE, and LED signals shown in the block diagram of Fig. 16. Control pins 132 may be used for, for example, AU, AL, BU, BL, and IMS_THERMISTOR signals in Fig. 16.

Fig. 20 depicts a perspective view of the electronic switch module 100 without the housing 104. As shown in this figure, the wiper portion 119 is slidably sandwiched between the control circuit board 140 and the power circuit board 130. It must be noted that while the electronic switch module 100 according to any of the above-described embodiments may be provided with the housing 104 as shown in Fig. 2A, this module 100 may be incorporated without the housing 104 as shown in Fig. 20 inside the power tool.

Referring now to Figs. 21 and 22, the pins 106 and 108 are described in detail. Output power pin 108, as shown in Fig. 21, includes a base portion 802 mounted onto the IMS board 130, a curved attachment portion 804 extending from the base portion 802, and a pin portion 806 that extends from the attachment portion 804 through corresponding through-holes 142 (Fig. 8A) in the control circuit board 140, and outside the housing 104. The pin portion 806 includes two side protrusions 808 for physically supporting the control circuit board 140. Each side protrusion 808 includes a flat portion on which the control circuit board 140 is supported.

The input power pin 106, as shown in Fig. 22, similarly includes a base portion 812 and a curved attachment portion 814 extending from the base portion 812. The pin portion 816 extends from the attachment portion 814 and includes a longitudinally-extending portion 820 that protrudes outside the housing 104 for connectivity to the power source 19. The pin portion 816 also includes an upper protrusion 818 that protrudes into a corresponding through-hole 148 (Fig. 8A) on the control circuit board 140 to further support the control circuit board 140. The protrusion 818 is electrically coupled to the control circuit board 140 to supply battery power.

It will be appreciated by a person of ordinary skill in the art that the wiper system of the present disclosure as described above can be replaced with other traditional variable-speed detection systems and combined with other aspects of this application. For example, the electronic switch module 100, in one embodiment, may be implemented with a conventional potentiometer, a speed dial, or other non-contact measuring techniques.

According to an embodiment, electronic switch module 100 may include a linear Hall Effect sensor 910 used for variable-speed detection and a Hall Effect switch 912 used for ON/OFF detection, as shown in FIGs. 23A-F. In this embodiment, in the forward direction, as shown in Figs. 23A-C, the magnet 904 has a N-S polarity, whereas in the
reverse direction, as shown in Figs. 23D-F, the magnet 904 has a S-N polarity. The Hall Effect Sensor 910 determines motor direction by sensing the polarity of the magnet 904. When the trigger 902 is in the depressed state as shown in Fig. 23A and 23D, the ON/OFF magnet 908 is disposed at a distance from the Hall Effect switch 912. The initial actuation of the variable-speed trigger 902 (Figs. 23B and 23E) moves the ON/OFF magnet 908 to close proximity (or in contact with) to the Hall Effect switch 912. The Hall Effect switch 912 issues an ON signal upon sensing the ON/OFF magnet 908. The actuation of the trigger 902 also compresses the spring 906 to move the magnet 904 with respect to the linear Hall Effect sensor 910. This enables the Hall Effect sensor to linearly detect the position of the trigger 902. As the magnet 904 is moved towards to the linear Hall Effect sensor 910, the Hall Effect sensor 910 higher level of magnetism and increases the voltage output level to the micro-controller.

[0087] An alternative embodiment of the above-described system is described here with reference to Figs. 24A-F. This system is similar to the system of Figs. 25A-F, except that a separate ON/OFF magnet 908 and a Hall Effect switch 912 is not utilized. Instead, ON/OFF detect is carried out using the same magnet 904 that is used for variable-speed detection. In the OFF position (i.e., before the trigger 902 has been actuated), as shown in Figs. 24A and 24D, the magnet 904 is in the upward position, having a null effect on the Hall Effect sensor 910. Actuation of the trigger 904, as shown in Figs. 24B and 24E, rotates the magnet 904 in a S-N or N-S polarity position, depending on the position of the reverse/forward bar (not shown). This in turn allows the Linear Hall Sensor 910 to both issue an ON signal to turn the tool ON and determine the forward or reverse direction of the motor. The variable-speed detection is performed in Figs. 24C and 24F via the Hall Effect sensor 910 depending on the position of the magnet 904.

**Claims**

1. An electronic power apparatus (10) comprising:

   a housing (12);
   a pair of input power pins (106) and a pair of output power pins (108);
   a plurality of power components (100) mounted on a power circuit board (130) and electrically connected to the input power pins and the output power pins to modulate a supply of power from the input power pins to the output power pins; and
   a control unit (220) arranged on a control circuit board (140) disposed at a distance from the power circuit board, the control circuit board and the power circuit board being arranged inside the housing; **characterised by**
   a user-actuated input unit including a variable-speed actuator (102) a first portion of which is at least partially arranged outside the housing to be engageable by a user and a second portion of which is movably arranged between the power circuit board and the control circuit board.

2. The electronic power apparatus of claim 1, wherein the output power pins are mounted on the power circuit board and project through corresponding through-holes (142) through the control circuit board to an outside part of the housing, the output pins spatially supporting the control circuit board with respect to the power circuit board inside the housing.

3. The electronic power apparatus of claim 1, wherein the second portion of the variable-speed actuator comprises a wiper portion (119) supporting a conductive wiper (128, 282, 328).

4. The electronic power apparatus of claim 3, wherein the control unit is arranged on a first side of the control circuit board and a sense pad (160) is arranged on a second side of the control circuit board facing the power circuit board and engaging the second portion of the variable-speed actuator, the sense pad providing an analog signal to the control unit corresponding to an actuation of the variable-speed actuator.

5. The electronic power apparatus of claim 4, further comprising a plurality of conductive pads (162, 262, 362) arranged on the second side of the control circuit board and respectively coupled to a plurality of resistors (R0 - R18, Ri) arranged in series with a power input (VDD), wherein the conductive wiper electrically connects the sense pad to the plurality of conductive pads when the variable-speed actuator is pressed, the sense pad supplying a variable-voltage from the power input and through at least one of the plurality of resistors to the control unit.

6. The electronic power apparatus of claim 5, further comprising a second conductive pad (163) arranged between the plurality of conductive pads and the sense pad and coupled to a second power input (B+), wherein the conductive wiper electrically connects the sense pad to the second conductive pad when the variable-speed actuator is depressed.
7. The electronic power apparatus of claim 4, wherein the user-actuated input unit further comprises a forward/reverse actuator (114) arranged adjacent the power circuit board to make or break contact with corresponding forward/reverse conductive pads on the second side of the control circuit board.

8. The electronic power apparatus of claim 1, wherein the power circuit board comprises an insulated metal substrate having a first metal substrate, a second metal layer, and a dielectric layer therebetween.

9. A power tool, comprising: an electronic power apparatus according to any preceding claim; an electric motor (14) inside the housing; and a power interface facilitating a connection to a power source (18); wherein the pair of input power pins and the pair of output power pins respectively couple to the power interface and the electric motor.

Patentansprüche

1. Elektronische Leistungsvorrichtung (10), umfassend:
   ein Gehäuse (12);
   ein Paar von Eingangsleistungsanschlüssen (106) und ein Paar von Ausgangsleistungsanschlüssen (108);
   eine Mehrzahl von Leistungsbäuelementen (100), die auf einer Leistungsleiterplatte (130) montiert sind und
   mit den Eingangsleistungsanschlüssen und den Ausgangsleistungsanschlüssen verbunden sind, um eine Zu-
   fuhr von Leistung von den Eingangsleistungsanschlüssen zu den Ausgangsleistungsanschlüssen zu modulie-
   ren;
   und
   eine Steuervorrichtung (220), die auf einer Steuerleiterplatte (140) angeordnet ist, die von der Leistungsleiter-
   platte beabstandet vorgesehen ist, wobei die Steuerleiterplatte und die Leistungsleiterplatte in dem Gehäuse
   angeordnet sind;

dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
   eine von einem Benutzer betätigte Eingangseinheit eine Betätigungsvorrichtung (102) mit variabler Geschwin-
   digkeit aufweist, wobei ein erster Abschnitt dieser zumindest teilweise außerhalb des Gehäuses angeordnet
   ist, um von dem Benutzer in Eingriff bringbar zu sein, und wobei ein zweiter Abschnitt dieser beweglich zwischen
   der Leistungsleiterplatte und der Steuerleiterplatte angeordnet ist.

2. Elektronische Leistungsvorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Ausgangsleistungsanschlüsse auf der Leistungs-
   leiterplatte montiert sind und sich durch entsprechende Durchgangslöcher (142) durch die Steuerleiterplatte zu
   einem Außenteil des Gehäuses erstrecken, wobei die Ausgangsanschlüsse die Steuerleiterplatte in Bezug zu der
   Leistungsleiterplatte innerhalb des Gehäuses räumlich stützen.

3. Elektronische Leistungsvorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, wobei der zweite Abschnitt der Betätigungsvorrichtung mit
   variabler Geschwindigkeit einen Wischerabschnitt (119) umfasst, der einen leitenden Wischer (128, 282, 328) stützt.

4. Elektronische Leistungsvorrichtung nach Anspruch 3, wobei die Steuervorrichtung auf einer ersten Seite der Steu-
   erleiterplatte angeordnet ist und ein Erfassungspad (160) auf einer zweiten Seite der Steuerleiterplatte, die der
   Leistungsleiterplatte zugewandt ist, angeordnet ist, und mit dem zweiten Abschnitt der Betätigungsvorrichtung mit
   variabler Geschwindigkeit im Eingriff ist, wobei das Erfassungspad ein Analogsignal zu der Steuervorrichtung be-
   reitsstellt, das einer Betätigung der Betätigungsvorrichtung mit variabler Geschwindigkeit entspricht.

5. Elektronische Leistungsvorrichtung nach Anspruch 4, weiter umfassend eine Mehrzahl von leitenden Pads (162,
   262,362), die auf der zweiten Seite der Steuerleiterplatte angeordnet sind, und die jeweils mit einer Mehrzahl von
   Widerständen (R0–R18, RI), die in Reihe mit einem Leistungseingang (VDD) angeordnet sind, gekoppelt sind, wobei
   der leitende Wischer das Erfassungspad elektrisch mit der Mehrzahl von leitenden Pads verbindet, wenn die Be-
   tätigungsvorrichtung mit variabler Geschwindigkeit gedeckt ist, wobei das Erfassungspad eine variable Spannung
   von dem Leistungseingang und durch zumindest einen der Mehrzahl von Widerständen zu der Steuervorrichtung
   zuführt.

6. Elektronische Leistungsvorrichtung nach Anspruch 5, weiter umfassend ein zweites leitendes Pad (163), das zwi-
   schen der Mehrzahl von leitenden Pads und dem Erfassungspad angeordnet ist und mit einem zweiten Leistungs-
   eingang (B+) gekoppelt ist, wobei der leitende Wischer das Erfassungspad elektrisch mit dem zweiten leitenden
   Pad verbindet, wenn die Betätigungsvorrichtung mit variabler Geschwindigkeit eingedrückt ist.
7. Elektronische Leistungsvorrichtung nach Anspruch 4, wobei die von einem Benutzer betätigte Eingangseinheit weiter eine Vorwärts-/Rückwärts-Betätigungsvorrichtung (114) umfasst, die angrenzend an die Leistungsleiterplatte angeordnet ist, um Kontakt mit entsprechenden leitenden Vorwärts-/Rückwärts-Pads auf der zweiten Seite der Steuerleiterplatte herzustellen oder zu unterbrechen.

8. Elektronische Leistungsvorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Leistungsleiterplatte ein isoliertes Metallsubstrat mit einem ersten Metallsubstrat, einer zweiten Metallschicht und einer dielektrischen Schicht dazwischen umfasst.

9. Elektrowerkzeug, umfassend:

   eine elektronische Leistungsvorrichtung nach einem vorstehenden Anspruch;
   einen elektrischen Motor (14) innerhalb des Gehäuses; und
   eine Leistungsschnittstelle, die eine Verbindung zu einer Leistungsquelle (18) ermöglicht;
   wobei das Paar von Eingangsleistungsanschlüssen bzw. das Paar von Ausgangsleistungsanschlüssen mit der Leistungsschnittstelle und dem elektrischen Motor koppeln.

Revendications

1. Appareil électronique de puissance (10) comprenant :
   un logement (12) ;
   un couple de broches de puissance d’entrée (106) et un couple de broches de puissance de sortie (108) ;
   une pluralité de composants de puissance (100) montés sur une carte de circuit de puissance (130) et électriquement reliés aux broches de puissance d’entrée et aux broches de puissance de sortie pour moduler une alimentation en puissance allant des broches de puissance d’entrée aux broches de puissance de sortie ; et
   une unité de commande (220) agencée sur une carte de circuit de commande (140) disposée à une certaine distance de la carte de circuit de puissance, la carte de circuit de commande et la carte de circuit de puissance étant agencées à l’intérieur du logement ;
   caractérisé par
   une unité d’entrée actionnée par l’utilisateur incluant un dispositif d’actionnement à vitesse variable (102) dont une première portion est agencée au moins partiellement à l’extérieur du logement pour pouvoir être mise en prise par un utilisateur et dont une seconde portion est agencée de façon mobile entre la carte de circuit de puissance et la carte de circuit de commande.

2. Appareil électronique de puissance selon la revendication 1, dans lequel les broches de puissance de sortie sont montées sur la carte de circuit de puissance et dépassent à travers des trous traversants correspondants (142) par l’intermédiaire de la carte de circuit de commande jusqu’à une partie extérieure du logement, les broches de sortie supportant dans l’espace la carte de circuit de commande par rapport à la carte de circuit de puissance à l’intérieur du logement.

3. Appareil électronique de puissance selon la revendication 1, dans lequel la seconde portion du dispositif d’actionnement à vitesse variable comprend une portion formant curseur (119) supportant un curseur conducteur (128, 282, 328).

4. Appareil électronique de puissance selon la revendication 3, dans lequel l’unité de commande est agencée sur un premier côté de la carte de circuit de commande et une plaquette de détection (160) est agencée sur un second côté de la carte de circuit de commande faisant face à la carte de circuit de puissance et mettant en prise la seconde portion du dispositif d’actionnement à vitesse variable, la plaquette de détection fournissant un signal analogique à l’unité de commande correspondant à un actionnement du dispositif d’actionnement à vitesse variable.

5. Appareil électronique de puissance selon la revendication 4, comprenant en outre une pluralité de plaquettes conductrices (162, 262, 362) agencées sur le second côté de la carte de circuit de commande et respectivement couplées à une pluralité de résistances (R0 - R18, Ri) agencées en série avec une entrée de puissance (VDD), dans lequel le curseur conducteur relie électriquement la plaquette de détection à la pluralité de plaquettes conductrices quand le dispositif d’actionnement à vitesse variable est enfoncé, la plaquette de détection fournissant une tension variable provenant de l’entrée de puissance et par l’intermédiaire d’au moins une de la pluralité de résistances à l’unité de commande.
6. Appareil électronique de puissance selon la revendication 5, comprenant en outre une seconde plaquette conductrice (163) agencée entre la pluralité de plaquettes conductrices et la plaquette de détection et couplée à une seconde entrée de puissance (B+), dans lequel le curseur conducteur relie électriquement la plaquette de détection à la seconde plaquette conductrice quand le dispositif d’actionnement à vitesse variable est enfoncé.

7. Appareil électronique de puissance selon la revendication 4, dans lequel l’unité d’entrée actionnée par l’utilisateur comprend en outre un dispositif d’actionnement marche avant / inverse (114) agencé adjacent à la carte de circuit de puissance pour établir ou couper un contact avec des plaquettes conductrices de marche avant / inverse correspondantes sur le second côté de la carte de circuit de commande.

8. Appareil de puissance électronique selon la revendication 1, dans lequel la carte de circuit de puissance comprend un substrat métallique isolé ayant un premier substrat métallique, une seconde couche métallique et une couche diélectrique entre ces derniers.

9. Outil électrique, comprenant : un appareil électronique de puissance selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes ;
   un moteur électrique (14) à l’intérieur du logement ; et
   une interface de puissance facilitant une connexion à une source de puissance (18) ; dans lequel le couple de broches de puissance d’entrée et le couple de broches de puissance de sortie se couplent respectivement à l’interface de puissance et au moteur électrique.
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